
 

 
OBSERVATIONS ON TOYS AND TRENDS 

 
In addition to providing updates on toy trends in the marketplace, Toy Industry Association (TIA) staff is monitoring 
trends in other industries that can influence future toys and games. Brief reports and observations are provided 
periodically to members; questions can be directed to TIA’s toy trends team.   
 

 
June Trade Show Wrap-Up 

 
TIA’s toy trends team is continuously exploring and gathering trend information across many different industries 
that have an impact on our members’ businesses.  June was a busy month — our trend-spotters attended the Book 
Expo and Fancy Food Show in New York, and spoke to on-the-ground experts who were at E3, the Electronic 
Entertainment Expo held in Los Angeles. The following are some important trend takeaways from all three shows:  
 
Fancy Food Show 
 
Foods that cater to the health-conscious were abundant as we walked the aisles of the Fancy Food Show in late 
June. Almost every other product was gluten-free, GMO-free, had no preservatives or artificial colorings, featured 
raw ingredients, etc.  A huge buzz word at the show was “all-natural” and we found examples in just about every 
food category, from granola bars and candy to cookies and raw milk cheeses. 
 
Furthering the health-conscious trend is the gluten-free movement, which has picked up steam and is quickly 
evolving into a heavy hitter this year. The Specialty Food blog reports that gluten-free has been identified by more 
than three-quarters of chefs as an area they plan to develop and that gluten-free foods were named a top-five 
trend item, according to the National Restaurant Association’s “What’s Hot in 2104” survey. Expect to see gluten-
free versions of just about every type of wheat product available on menus and on supermarket shelves across the 
country.  
 
When it comes to kids, the healthy trend continues with “good for you” foods that are specifically geared towards 
children in order to support healthy development, including pasta that helps stimulate child brain development, 
and olive oil that is specially formulated to enhance nutrients and lower acidity – giving a mild taste with lots of 
antioxidants.  This trend is a terrific compliment to the “up and active” trend we have seen in the toy industry – 
and we expect the importance of keeping kids active, while also eating healthy, to continue.  Perhaps “gluten-free” 
baking kits for kids will even find their way to the toy aisle, satisfying the needs of health-conscious families. 
 
Book Expo  
 
The trends spotted at the annual Book Expo in June were closely tied to the trends we reported at Toy Fair 2014.  
The biggest theme we saw that directly relates to the toy industry was the prevalence of instructional books with 
tools – from a “Build Your Own Quadcopter” book and kit that fully embraces the “STEAM” learning  trend, to 
“Easy to Draw” books packaged with markers and pencils. Activity-based books were available for every age and 
interest, and many of these books could use materials or products made by toy companies. Toymakers who want 
to “get in the game” may want to look into partnering with publishers, or produce activity books on their own. 
 
Licenses are very important to the book industry as well. When it comes to the youth sector, we saw a ton of 
crossover from Toy Fair to Book Expo in the licensing arena. How to Train Your Dragon 2, The Simpsons, LEGO and 
Barbie are just some examples. We spotted a fun twist on licensing at the Out of Print booth: the company 
produces branded, vintage-looking shirts, baby onesies and tote bags based on favorite children’s books, like the 
Hungry Little Caterpillar, and classics like The Great Gatsby. For licensed and original IPs, this is an area to watch, 
especially when targeting the ever-fickle teen market.  
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E3 
 
On the heels of E3, TIA spoke with a few experts in the gaming arena who were at the show. They provided us with 
some of their major takeaways — here’s what they had to say: 
 
John Vignocchi, Executive Producer for Disney Infinity, has noticed a rise in the “Toys to Life” category. “It’s great 
to see this space taking off, and we think there’s a lot of room for growth in this category, at Disney and beyond,” 
he said.  He also noted that big brands are continuing to dominate in the digital toy space, and he feels that the 
biggest bets are made on “safe bets.” This means the innovation is coming primarily through gameplay and 
software, and not through original IP.  
 
Laura Naviaux, Senior Vice President of Global Sales & Marketing at Sony Online Entertainment, noted that 
streaming was a big trend this year at E3, which allowed players from all over to be part of the action — not the 
norm at E3, an industry-only show. At this year’s show, almost every booth and every media organization was 
using streaming to reach their audiences directly and get them involved.  
 
“Outside of E3, here at Sony Online Entertainment, we use streaming to connect with our fans and invite them 
right into the development process,” Naviaux noted.  “For Landmark, DC Universe Online and PlanetSide 2, we 
stream regularly with players and fans to get their take on new ideas and get them excited for the next big thing. 
It’s a great way to invite them in and make them a part of our development process.”   
 
The streaming and “Toys to Life” trends both have ramifications for the toy industry, and it will be interesting to 
see how they evolve and can be further incorporated into what youth manufacturers are producing.  
 
We hope the trend takeaways from these three diverse industries serve as food-for-thought!  
 
 
 
 

About the Author 
Adrienne Appell is the Toy Industry Association’s (TIA) leading trend specialist. She maintains 
close communication with TIA members to stay abreast of what’s new, next and cutting-edge in 
the toy industry and is constantly on the lookout for trends in other industries that will cross over 
to influence future playthings. 
 
Adrienne can be reached at 646.520.4863 or via e-mail at aappell@toyassociation.org.    
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